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Article 1. Document Purpose and Regulation Area  
 

1. The document aims to describe the basic requirements and procedures for elaboration and 

monitoring of the budget, define the parties involved as well as their rights and responsibilities.  

2. The document applies to all structural units of the university in the budgeting, monitoring and 

correction process.  

3. Annexes that are integral part of the document and used in the budgeting, monitoring and 

correction process are attached to the document.  

Article 2.  Definition of Terms 
  

a) Budget - The main financial document of the university, which ensures effective 

implementation of the financial management process is in conformity with the University 

Mission and is aimed at achieving the long-term strategic goals of the University.  

b) Financial Management - Effective and efficient use of all the university resources in 

accordance with the university mission to ensure proper implementation of educational, 

student services and the university activities. 

c) Budgeting - Optimal planning of the budget for achieving strategic goals of the University 

and better implementation of its educational functions. 

Article 3. Aim of Budgeting  
 

The purpose of budgeting is to ensure successful functioning and development of the university in 

the current period, as well as in the future and to promote raise of the University competitiveness 

through the development of effective management of financial, institutional and labor resources. 

Article 4. Budgeting process  
Budgeting process includes: 

a) Distribution of financial resources of the university;  

b) Analyzing and evaluating key financial-economic indicators;  

c) Responsibility and authorization for the faculties and other structural units;  

d) Control. 

Article 5. Budgeting structure  
The budget structure consists of the following elements:  
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1. A set of indicators, plans, budgets;  

2. Principles, stages and procedures of budget formation;  

3. Monitoring of the plans and budget execution (management, financial accounting);  

4. Standard procedures and decision making mechanisms.  

Article 6. Budgeting implementation and involved parties  
1. Together with the University leadership and responsible service, faculties and structural units, as 

the persons implementing the procedures, are involved in the process of elaborating the university 

budget, defining income and expenditure, monitoring and reporting. 

2. The Rector is responsible for the financial management of the university, proper formation of the 

budget and monitoring further processes.  

3. Financial Service is responsible for proper budgeting process, preparing the report of the previous 

financial year and analyzing execution of the same year budget (which article of the budget has to be 

adjusted, what was the need for correction, and why the specific income or expense could not be 

envisaged in the initial budgeting process), consolidated budget formation, monitoring and disposal. 

The Financial Service ensures drafting the budget in coordinated work with the relevant structural 

units. 

4. Deans of faculties provide formation of the faculty budget and sharing it with stakeholders.  

5. The university structural units, within the scope of their powers, define the reasonable cost limits 

and norms in accordance with the measures for the new budget year.  

6. In the process of formation and monitoring of the budget, awareness and involvement of students 

and academic staff is ensured.  

7. Stakeholders participating in the budgeting process will analyze compliance of the financial plan 

with the University Strategy and impact of the properly planned budget on development of the 

University. 

Article 7. Decentralized system of budgeting  
Decentralized management system of the university relies on the decentralized model of financial 

management. In the budgeting process all the structural units of the university are empowered so 

that to define the types and volume of expenditures of the next year within their authorization and 

commitment. Consequently, they bear responsibility to implement the decisions and the 

performance effectiveness of the works defined. 
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Article 8. Basic principles of budget formation  
a) The principle of unity - implies systemic nature and unity: methodological approaches to forming 

a budget plan, all levels of budget and reports on them, regulatory framework, management and 

financial accounting;  

b) The principle of process continuity - involves continuity of the periodic strategic planning 

process;  

c) Principle of flexibility - Planning changes in accordance with the changes in terms. 

d) The principle of reality - includes establishment of indicators, plans, budget defined by specific, 

fixed, external and internal conditions in the activities of universities.  

e) Principle of responsibility distribution - implies the consolidation of responsibility for the results 

of activities, indicators, plans, budget formation and execution at an individual level of the 

university management. 

Article 9. Budgeting dates 
1. Process of the next year budget planning will begin no later than 1 June.  

2. Decentralized and consolidated budget that is publicly reviewed, agreed and analyzed with the 

management and all departments is approved on the last working day of the current year. 

Article 10. Budget elaboration process  
The process of budgeting is made up of the following stages:  

a) Preparing the report on the budget execution of the last financial year.  

The Financial Service prepares a report on the performance of the budget for the last financial year, 

for which it makes comparison of the budget articles with actual execution, recalculation of profit 

and loss, summing up the parameters for each structural unit. Final figures and report of the results 

will be submitted to the Rector and shared publicly;  

b) Preparation for budget development. At the Budget Meeting, the financial department hears 

priorities of future development and perspectives from the Rector, Vice Rectors and Deans of 

faculties in order to ensure that the budget plan correctly reflects the mission of the university, as 

well as the tasks and activities that are predetermined for the next budget year. At the same time, all 

their decisions should be discussed and worked out in relation with the university expenditures and 

strategic development plan; 

c) Preparation of budget plans for structural units and faculties. A unified universal form with 

identical articles of the central budget, which, at the same time, is separated to calculate net financial 

results according to individual programs (Annex N1), is sent to the faculties (in accordance with 

annex N2). The rest of structural units send the volume of revenue (if any) and required 
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expenditures with descriptions and grounds for planned events to the financial service. The written 

form enables them to provide additional explanations, which is a helping mechanism for the 

financial service while consolidating these incomes and expenditures in the relevant articles of the 

budget. Based on the analyzed data and according to the form elaborated by the financial service, all 

structural units start work on a budget plan from September 1 of the previous year. The faculties 

review the revenue-expenditure articles in detail, at the level of programs, and reflect it in the 

relevant articles, as appropriate. Structural units and academic research centers get familiar with the 

general condition on the market, consider the expected change of prices by contacting the 

manufacturer of particular goods or service supplier, and if a new type of service is needed,  they 

specify the possible costs associated with the above mentioned and calculate approximate value of 

planned events;  

d) Formation of consolidated  a budget plan. From November 1 of the previous year, the budget 

plans prepared by various structural units are provided to the financial service, which analyzes the 

incomes and expenses provided by faculties and structural units. If any of the articles turns out to be 

a subject of additional explanation or reasoning, it clears it out with them in order not to emerge any 

defect when the revenues are not properly assessed, or the costs are exceeded, which will result in 

periodically revising and correction of budget execution or compulsory cutting of expenses; 

e) Revenue specification. According to the submitted data, the Financial Service estimates projected 

revenue of the next year. The main sources of funding of the university are:  

1. State educational grants allocated to students, including the amount of new students enrolled in 

the university. Considering the actual data, adjustment of the revenues received by this Article takes 

place in the second half of the year;  

2. Income from paid learning;  

3. Income from voucher funding of the city hall and grants by the state within the social programs. 

As a result of assessing the reality of getting such income, the head of the financial service sets out 

the prerequisites for getting these funds and reflects them in the incomes section of the budget;  

4. Besides above mentioned, through consultation with the Rector, Vice Rectors and structural units, 

the financial service clarifies whether other types of revenues (non-educational) are planned at the 

university, for instance, publication of paid journals, conferences, opening preparatory courses, etc. 

f) Expenditure specification. 

1. For the aim of accurate forecasting of salary expenses to prevent unexpected financial problems 

during the year, the Human Resources Management Service presents a consolidated list of all the 

occupied and vacant positions, in which their hourly wage, working hours and salary shall be 

indicated.  
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2. While planning the operating expenses, following points are taken into account: a) changes in 

prices of goods and services; b) Change of the University consumption levels (Utility, office 

expenses, etc.), costs of providing academic process; c) growing capitalized expenses; d) events 

planned for student and academic staff activities; e) Advertising expenses.  

3. The budget also includes non-operational expenses: Bank loan, insurance expense, tax, and 

unforeseen costs that exceed 5% of total revenue.  

g) Comparative analysis. By comparison actual figures of the previous year with the articles of the 

budget plan, the Financial Service analyzes and explains the expected changes in both revenue and 

expenditure sections in the process of drafting the budget.  

h) Submission the budget plan to the rector. The budget plan agreed with vice-rectors, all faculties 

and structural units shall be submitted to the Rector. In case of budget adjustment, the relevant 

amendments shall be made in the budget and shared with respected structural units / persons, as 

appropriate.  

i) Public discussion of the budget. Before its approval, the financial service presents the final version 

of the budget, to introduce, to the university society (Academic and invited staff, students, 

administrative and support staff etc.) and consider the recommendations and remarks expressed by 

them as far as possible. Finally, the specified and shared budget plan, as financial plan of the next 

year, based on recommendation of the Board of Governors, is approved by the Rector in the form of 

Annex N2. 

 Article 11. Budget monitoring  
1.Budget monitoring goal 

The next phase of the budgeting cycle is monitoring of the consolidated budget execution. It implies 

the shaping of a logical structure of formal and / or informal procedures, which provides analysis and 

assessment of the efficiency of management of the University resources, costs and liabilities during 

the budget period.  Monitoring can be carried out at all stages of the budget process - draw up, 

review, approve, enforce, monitoring and report. Both income and expenditure sections are subject 

to monitoring. It is possible to carry out different types of budget monitoring. 

2. Principles of budget monitoring:  

Budget execution control (monitoring) is based on four basic principles:  

a) The temporary principle defines, that monitoring of the budget execution takes place periodically 

based on informational provision in certain reporting intervals;  

b) The objectivity principle establishes the requirements of integrity of informational provision and 

systematicity, based on which the budget execution control is carried out. Precondition for the 

integrity of the informational provision system is correct accounting;  
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c) Comparability Principle means comparability of sheets spread in different sections of accounting 

and budget reports with previous periods and factual data;  

d) The principle of responsibility is a principle of personal responsibility for formation, approval and 

further implementation of the budget within the competence defined by the rules of faculties and 

other structural divisions. 

4. Budget Monitoring Mechanisms 

Based on decentralized budgetary essence and basic principles of control over budget execution, 

current indicators are monitored at lower hierarchical levels in order to achieve the best results.  

On the basis of the relevant indicators, the Financial Service systematically provides analysis of 

consolidated budget articles throughout the budget period. Together with the management of 

faculties and other structural units, it discusses the issues raised in the monitoring process.  

Financial Service provides the Rector and the Board of Governors to be fully informed about the 

fulfillment of individual articles of the budget and submits recommendations to the needs of the 

budget adjustment to them. The final decision on the budget adjustment is made by the Rector with 

recommendation of the Board of Governors. 

5. Budget Adjustment Process 

Considering a number of external and internal factors that affect daily financial indicators of the 

university, the budget is subject to renewal according to the specific procedure approved by the 

university periodically but no more than three times a year.  

The need for correction may happen during significant changes such as the amount of cash flows to 

be accepted, compared to the planned ones that arises the need to review expenses in timely manner 

or find a new financial resource. It can also be a structural change and others.  

The budget adjustment procedure is carried out in accordance with the procedure established for its 

development. Through the same stages and a decentralized model, all the issues leading up to the 

necessity of adjustment are reviewed and analyzed. For adjustment, the article for "unforeseen 

costs", which can be used in such cases, is included in the budget.  

Based on the recommendation of the Board of Governors, the final decision on the need for 

adjustment is made by the Rector who approves the adjusted budget. 

Annex N1 
“European University” LLC 

2019 operational financial results according to main educational units 

Main Educational Unit:                   Faculty of Business and Technology 
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Educational 

program 

Degree Average 

annual 

amount of 

the 

contingent 

Revenue Expenditure Financial 

result 

Annex 

Bachelor  

Program in 

Business 

Administration  

Bachelor      

Bachelor 

Program in 

Banking and 

Finance 

Bachelor      

Bachelor 

Program in 

Tourism 

Administration 

Bachelor      

Master Program 

in Management 

Master      

Web 

Development 

Bachelor      

Computer 

Systems 

Bachelor      

  Total               0      -Lari     -Lari   -Lari  

 

Annex N2 
Package of  "European University" LLC financial project of the year to be planned looks as 

follows: 
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The financial plan of the year of "European 

University" LLC under the main structural units 

 

Main Educational Unit 

 

 

 
 Faculty (involves programs) 

Name of Income and Expenditure  Amount Budget article 

Income    

Income from the university activities  

Local and International Grants  

Interest Return  

Other income  

Expenditure  

Salary (total)  

Salary of academic and invited staff (according to 

programs) 

 

Administrative staff (according to faculties: Dean, 

Deputy, Managers, Program Managers, Heads of 

Practice Centers) 

 

 

Academic and Administrative Premium Pay/ Bonus / 

Reward 

 

 Academic and administrative personnel 

qualification rise 

 

Academic personnel qualification rise (according to 

programs) 

 

Administrative personnel qualification rise  

Business trip 

Student and academic staff activity 

Organizing local and international research 

conferences (according to relevant institutions) 
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Internationalization / International Relations 

Funding and promotion of scientific research 

activities (according to the relevant institutions - 

includes expense of journal editions) 

Scholarship programs (according to programs) 

Career Support Events for Students and Graduates 

Student Conferences / Olympiads (according to 

faculties) 

Student, Cultural, Sports and Cognitive Activities 

Other student activity 

Self-governance 

Provide education process 

Lease rent (medical campus) 

Utility costs 

Communication costs 

 Program accreditation / authorization costs 

Costs of electronic system improvement for 

education process management  

Consumables for learning process 

Curation / professional practice 

Training Center for Innovative Teaching Methods  

Advertising activity 

Advertising in social networking and mass media 

Advertising supplies / inventory 

Other Advertising forms (Exhibitions, Presentations) 

Events for the University Image 

Attracting and organizing international students 

Loan funding 

Loan principal 

Loan interest 

Capitalized expenditure  

Land 

University Campus 
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Infrastructural projects (elevator / adaptation) 

Costs of laboratories / practice centers (according to 

programs) 

Re-equipment of material and technical base 

Library Foundation (books and electronic databases - 

according to programs) 

Historical and archeological museum 

Other administrative costs 

One-off service contracts 

Property insurance 

Leasing Costs (Vehicle) 

Representative costs 

Office expenses / economic expenses 

Audit service 

Bank commission  

Tax expense (property tax, land tax) 

Translation costs 

Vehicle operating costs 

Public registry and notary service costs 

 Cartridge recharge and recovery costs 

Office stationery costs 

Sanitation and hygiene costs 

Other unforeseen expenses 

Financial Results 

 


